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Collection- COSMOS

ABOUT THE COLLECTION
Noirgaze’s core designs are influenced by the trends of the 96 s and sculptural works. Bold 
shapes melded with subtle details are central to the Noirgaze aesthetic. This season, Noirgaze 
explores its silhouettes even further, adding an unexpected twist to its signature pieces.
COSMOS  is inspired by iconic pre-millennial science fiction films such as the Matrix 
and The Fifth Element, depicting a unique vision of the future. For this collection, the 
boundaries of today’s world have been set aside - envisioning a utopian future where the 
code of the clas-sic feminine look can be reconsidered. The COSMOS colour palette takes on 
that energy through the bright retro hues of luminescent, metallic colours that add a new 
dimension to Noirgaze’s timeless designs. The use of the sustainable metallic leather gives it 
an added retro glamour to your everyday look.
This season, Noirgaze introduces a new style “Luna” true to its sculptural construction, yet in-
spired by retro futurism shapes. Its circular silhouette with added cut out details, offers a new 
look and touch of individuality to your wardrobe.
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Photographs // Matias Alfonzo
Model // Liv Packard
Make-up Artist & Hair //Chantal Amari
Styling & Set Design // Noirgaze Team
Assistant// Cherie , Chloe

www.noirgaze.com
@noirgaze_official

Press Requests______ studio@noirgaze.com
Sales and Enquiries_______studio@noirgaze.com

Noirgaze is a London based fashion brand established in . Born from a
concept of femininity as a shining spark of light in the world, these are pieces
designed to empower and enchant; graciously blending statement style with
delicate sensitivity.
The Noirgaze aesthetic marries contemporary design sensibilities with vintage
charm. Inspired by Mid-century architecture and Modernist symbolism,
Noirgaze juxtaposes the past with the present. Sculptural, organic form and
striking proportions are imagined in vibrant colours using modern
craftsmanship to create innovative yet versatile designs. Each piece is hand-
crafted in a family-run factory from premium and sustainable Italian leather
and suede. Noirgaze is not trend-led; instead collections are defined by their
timeless appeal, embracing the beauty of longevity and a sustainable
approach.
After graduating from Central St Martins in , Vingi Wong garnered
experience at the likes of Christopher Kane, Jeremy Scott , Vera Wang and
various design boutiques, before launching her debut label, Noirgaze.
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